Magnetically controlled circumstellar plasma in the helium-weak stars
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Abstract. We report the discovery of variable C$^\text{IV}$ line profiles in the magnetic helium-weak stars HD 142301, HD 142990, and HD 144334, all of which are members of the Sco-Cen association, and the hot helium-weak star HD 175362. These stars display behavior that is similar to HD 5737 and HD 79158, two helium-weak stars for which magnetically confined plasma has previously been reported. The present study thus extends the C$^\text{IV}$ survey to all of the stars for which strong radio emission has been detected. No C$^\text{IV}$ absorption has been detected for two other Sco-Cen chemically peculiar stars, HD 144844 and 146001, nor has it been detected from archival spectra of HD 28843, HD 49333, or HD 124224. The reported detections are the first helium-weak stars that do not belong to the $\text{sn}$ subclass that have been found to display such UV line profile variations. It appears that the restriction of this phenomenon to the extreme helium-weak subgroup was a selection effect and that the occurrence of magnetically trapped corotating plasma is more widespread among the upper main sequence magnetic spectrum variables. We show model calculations for the C$^\text{IV}$ variability that clarify the plasmaspheric structure. Supporting H$\alpha$ observations show no evidence of line profile variability for HD 142301 and HD 144334, while HD 142990 appears to have extremely weak emission at certain phases, and the profile of HD 124224 shows some changing asymmetry.
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1. Introduction

The upper main sequence helium-peculiar stars are the hottest of the magnetic chemically peculiar (CP) stars. They show a wide range of interesting phenomena, unique among single, non-accreting stars. In addition to spectrum and photometric variations, frequently encountered among the other magnetic CP stars, the hotter stars also show signatures of complex circumstellar environments including plasmaspheres, magnetically collimated outflows, and radio emission. Some of this behavior can be understood in the context of the model developed for the helium-strong stars in which a stellar wind is diverted from purely radial outflow by the strong surface magnetic field (Shore 1987). The field regulates the density and velocity of the circumstellar plasma, producing jet-like flows above the magnetic pole (where the field lines are open) and magnetospheric trapping at the magnetic equator.

For the helium-strong stars, all of which have spectral types earlier than B2, the behavior is consistent with the expected mass loss rates for main sequence stars driven by line mediated radiation pressure. The mass loss is also apparently necessary for explaining the segregation of helium over the stellar surface (Vauclair 1975; Shore 1987; Vauclair et al. 1991) and possibly in the winds (Groote & Hunger 1999). One O-star, $\theta^1$ Ori, has also been found to display a corotating plasmasphere (see Donati et al. 2002). For the helium-weak stars, however,
the model predicts that the plasmasphere should not be strongly populated because the stellar wind is very feeble, too weak to support the helium overabundances seen in the hotter CP stars.

Optical and ultraviolet studies of the helium-strong stars (e.g., Groote & Hunger 1976; Bolton 1984; Bolton et al. 1986; Shore & Brown 1990; Leone & Umana 1993; Bolton & Short 1994; Wade et al. 1997; Bolton et al. 1998) show that these stars display all of the signatures of magnetically controlled circumstellar plasma — NLTT-enhanced resonance lines of the ions C IV, Al III, and Si IV, variable H α line emission, and enhanced shell cores in the higher Balmer series members whose strengths depend on the magnetic phase. The period variations are well modeled within the oblique rotator picture (Shore & Brown 1990; see also Shore 1999). For cooler B stars, a centrifugally driven wind is a possible source for circumstellar plasma (Mestel 1968). The helium-weak stars do not possess sufficiently high ultraviolet fluxes to radiatively drive a stellar wind. The most rapidly rotating magnetic stars might then be expected to show more circumstellar gas, and there should be a strong dependence of the density of the magnetospheric gas on the rotation frequency and magnetic field strength (Mestel 1968; Nerny 1980; Nerny & Suess 1987; Shore & Brown 1990). It is therefore something of a surprise that we do not see any evidence for so simple a picture among the helium-weak and silicon stars. Our purpose in this study has been to provide better constraints on the properties of the circumstellar environment in order to assist the modeling of the magnetic field and gas distribution and help to understand the origin of the hot plasma.

In an early survey, Brown et al. (1984) observed about a dozen helium-weak and silicon (CP2) stars. They found that there was little evidence for plasmaspheres among the "normal" CP2 stars, but that the SN stars stood out as possessing strong and variable C IV and Si IV resonance lines, a conclusion that was elaborated by Shore et al. (1987)1. Brown et al. (1984) attributed the features observed near 11550 Å in the non-SN stars in their sample to blends of iron peak elements. However, they had difficulty in interpreting the spectra because they didn't have multiple spectra covering different rotation phases for most of their sample. For instance, one star, HD 142990, a rapidly rotating B3 star, appeared to have a feature at the resonance doublet but this was attributed to Fe III blends.

Our previous study of the helium-weak plasmaspheres (Shore et al. 1990) examined only the SN subsample, finding that HD 5737, 21699, and 79158 all have strong, variable C IV and Si IV, consistent with magnetically controlled circumstellar plasma. There is one peculiarity even in this tiny sample: two of the stars show the same behavior as the helium-strong stars, that is they show plasmaspheres, while one (HD 21699) clearly displays a polar outflow with no strong evidence for a plasmasphere (although it may be present, it doesn't dominate the line profile at any phase). In contrast, Shore & Brown (1990) showed that all of the helium-strong stars showed the UV signatures of plasmasphere. There are, however, no obvious correlations between any of the stellar properties and the presence or absence of the UV signature of a plasmasphere. HD 79158 and HD 5737, which show essentially the same UV variability, differ considerably in both surface magnetic field strength and rotation frequency while they have approximately the same radius and effective temperature. The SN stars also cohabit the main sequence with many of the stars observed by Brown et al. (1984) that show no compelling evidence for magnetically controlled plasma.

There has been, in the meantime, a substantial increase in the amount of information available on the circumstellar environments of cooler magnetic stars from other wavelength regions. Radio surveys with the VLA (Linsky et al. 1992; Leone et al. 1994; Drake 1998; Trigilio et al. 2000) have detected a number of 6 cm emitters among the helium-weak stars. Optical studies have also improved, and they now show that variable H α emission, previously the exclusive property of the helium-strong group, extends to lower effective temperature (Bolton et al. 1986; Bohlender et al. 1992; Bohlender 1994). Among the helium-weak stars, the H α emission is extremely weak, and it is often discovered only by subtle asymmetries and line profile variations rather than clear emission peaks of the sort seen in the hottest of the helium-strong stars (starting with Walborn 1983; see also Babel 1999). Many of the stars that did not show any dense matter, as derived from UV spectra, still possess strongly emitting circumstellar regions as determined from radio data.

The general properties of the magnetospheric model for the BP stars have been reviewed by Linsky et al. (1992), Linsky (1993), and Shore (1993, 1999). The plasma is forced to corotate within the Alfvén surface, the radius of which is related to the intrinsic properties of the star through \( R_A \sim B_\Omega R_\star \), where \( R_A \) is the Alfvén radius, \( B \) is the surface magnetic field strength, \( \Omega \) is the rotation frequency, and \( R_\star \) is the stellar radius. \( M_{\dot{\nu}} \) is the mass loss rate, and \( \dot{\nu} \) is the terminal velocity of the wind. The plasma is forced to corotate within the Alfvén surface, the radius of which is related to the intrinsic properties of the star through \( R_A \sim B_\Omega R_\star \), where \( R_A \) is the Alfvén radius, \( B \) is the surface magnetic field strength, \( \Omega \) is the rotation frequency, and \( R_\star \) is the stellar radius. \( M_{\dot{\nu}} \) is the mass loss rate, and \( \dot{\nu} \) is the terminal velocity of the wind. Here, \( R_A \) is the stellar radius, \( \dot{\nu} \) is the terminal velocity of the wind, \( B \) is the surface magnetic field strength, \( M \) is the mass loss rate, and \( \Omega \) is the rotation frequency. Linsky et al. (1992), concentrating exclusively on radio measurements, find a general scaling for the intensity of the 6 cm emission which is approximately of the form \( L_6 \sim M^{3/2} B^{1/3} \). There is considerable uncertainty in the mass loss rates for the cooler (helium-weak) stars compared with the helium-strong stars so their scaling relation is only preliminary. One of the advantages of the UV resonance line measurements is that it provides direct information about the density and velocity of the material in the circumstellar plasma. The strong dependence on the surface magnetic field reflects the nonthermal nature of the emission mechanism, which is likely gyrosynchrotron radiation. The origin of the radio emission may be related to the mass loading of the magnetic field. Havnes & Goertz (1984) have suggested that the emission is powered by reconnection at the Alfvén surface and that the mass that is stored in the plasmasphere drives the instability. A correlation between the spectroscopic and radio signatures of plasmaspheres/magnetospheres would be expected in this

1 Throughout this paper, we refer to the magnetically controlled corotating circumstellar material as the "plasmasphere", following the conventions established in the solar system magnetospheric literature. By this we mean the region of confined, hot plasma embedded within the closed – approximately axisymmetric – global magnetic field whose source of gas is the stellar atmosphere (see e.g., Russell 2001).
case. Usov & Melrose (1992) invoke current sheet recon-nection as the heating mechanism. An alternative mechanism was proposed by Shore et al. (1987) that invokes shear generation of Alfvén waves at the wind-plasmasphere boundary but does not treat the problem of particle acceleration.

In the helium-strong stars, Balmer line emission is mod-ulated with the rotational phase (e.g., Nakajima 1985). The best studied case, HD 37479, is clearly not axisymmetric in either the magnetic or rotational frame (e.g., Groote & Hunger 1982; Hunger et al. 1990; Hunger & Groote 1992; Groote & Hunger 1999). In extending the work to cooler helium-strong and helium-weak stars, Bohlender et al. (1992), and Bohlender (1994) find that a few stars not noted in previous (mainly pho-tographic) studies as having Hα emission actually show it very weakly. In particular, the sn-star HD 79158 (=36 Lyn), which shows UV evidence for magnetically controlled circumstellar gas, displays weak profile variations in the core of its Hα line which is likely due to a variable circumstellar absorption com-ponent that had been missed in earlier photographic studies. The helium-weak star HD 35502 also displays pronounced emission variability. It therefore seems that many of the hot-ter members of the helium-weak sequence of chemically peculiar stars possess plasmaspheres. Our goal in this study was to determine the generality of this phenomenon.

2. Observations

All of the ultraviolet spectra used in this study are high resolution echelle spectra obtained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) using the short wavelength primary (SWP) camera with a resolution of about 10000. These spectra cover all important resonance lines in the ultraviolet, in particular Si IV 1400 Å, C IV 1550 Å, and Al III 1860 Å. Ultraviolet spectra provide a unique spectroscopic signature of a plasmasphere: variations of the CIV and Si IV resonance dou-blets. Our earlier studies showed that the variations of these lines can be used to obtain the distribution of any magnetically confined plasma, independent of the magnetic field parameters. The profile provides the same information as Doppler imaging methods because the circumstellar plasma is constrained to corotate with the stellar surface.

We obtained observations of the helium-weak stars during 1994 July 1 through July 13. The survey included HD 142301, 142990, 144334, 144844, and 146001. The observing sessions consisted of 4 h shifts randomly distributed during the two weeks between the first and second half of a normal IUE ob-serving session in an attempt to obtain the broadest possible coverage and to avoid aliasing for the stars for which no peri-ods were known. The sample stars are confirmed members of the Scorpius-Centaurus association (Thompson et al. 1987; de Geus et al. 1989) according to Hipparcos parallaxes. This is useful for comparison with the radio detections, since it means that all of the stars are at approximately the same distance. Association membership should also ensure that the stars are all the same age and had the same initial chemical composi-tion. All IUE spectra for our program stars, and several other helium-weak stars and related objects have been examined. The journal of IUE observations used for the stars in the current study is given in Table 1. We also list here the synthetic photometric index, a(CIV) derived as described by Shore et al. (1990) and Shore & Brown (1990), that measures the equivalent width of the doublet. The typical scatter in these mea-surements can be assessed from the plots, typically ±0.05 (1σ) internal and approximately the same for external scatter.

Since earlier studies also seem to show a correlation be-tween the appearance of variable Hα emission, radio emis-sion, and in some cases, ultraviolet signatures of plasmaspheres, we have also obtained phase-resolved spectra of the Hα line of most of the objects observed with the IUE. These data were obtained at two sites: the Canada- France-Hawaii telescope (CFHT) with both the Gecko and f/8.2 coude spectrographs, and the European Southern Observatory’s (ESO) 1.4-m coude auxiliary telescope (CAT) with the long cam-era. The CFHT data were acquired over several epochs with the 1872 Reticon and various CCD’s, while the ESO ob-servations were obtained remotely from Garching during 1994 May 14–19 with the FA 2048 CCD. The optical data have been processed with IRAF, MIDAS and IHAP reduction softwares. Two points should be noted. First of all, contamina-tion of the H α profile by telluric lines has been removed where possible (in the case of the ESO measurements, spec-tra of the rapidly rotating stars HR 5511 – A0V, v sin i = 351 km s^{-1} – and HR 7446 – B0.5III, v sin i = 259 km s^{-1} – were taken to identify the telluric lines and measure their strength). Secondly, because of the limited wavelength cover-age given by the CFHT Gecko and ESO CAT data there is a very small region of true continuum in the raw data. In some cases this has made precise rectification quite difficult. Despite our best efforts, the continuum chosen for the CFHT data does not always correspond precisely to that of the ESO data. To work around this problem, we have arbitrarily adjusted the contin-uum level of the CFHT spectra (where needed) so that when overplotted on the ESO data the wings of the lines agree. This correction was always small and on the order of a few per cent of the continuum level. Because of this problem, however, in our discussion of the Hα data given below we will give very little weight to apparent line-depth changes of this order of magnitude. Variations in line shapes should not be affected.

Table 2 contains the journal of Hα observations for three stars of particular interest to the discussion below. We have also re-trieved the Hipparcos photometry for all the stars discussed in the following sections.

3. Results

3.1. Scorpius-Centaurus association helium-weak stars

3.1.1. HD 142301 = 3 Sco

This is the most extensively studied star in our sample of the Sco-Cen helium-weak stars. Landstreet et al. (1979) give the following ephemeris for this star,

\[ B_{\text{ef}}(\text{Negative Extremum}) = JD 2442921.875(\pm 0.022) + 1.45955(\pm 0.0003)E, \]
and the comparison with He I 4026 Å photometry by Pedersen & Thomsen (1977) shows that the helium is weakest at the magnetic poles. The longitudinal magnetic field reverses sign with a positive extremum of +2900 G and negative extremum of −1220 G. It is a classical helium-weak silicon star and it has an average rotation rate, with $v \sin i$ of 80 km s$^{-1}$. North (1984) quotes a slightly different period, 1.45937 days, but this is inconsistent with our $\alpha(CIV)$ measurements. Photometric fits to the Hipparcos data gives a period of 1.45955 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>SWP</th>
<th>JD(2 440 000+)</th>
<th>$\Phi$</th>
<th>$\alpha(CIV)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD 142301</td>
<td>7899</td>
<td>4278.9882</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>−0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21093</td>
<td>5596.8431</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>−0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22676</td>
<td>5796.2986</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>−0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22681</td>
<td>5796.4792</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23987</td>
<td>5961.0250</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>−0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51277</td>
<td>9535.0396</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>−0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51291</td>
<td>9536.0597</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−0.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51299</td>
<td>9536.9896</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>−0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51303</td>
<td>9537.1132</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51312</td>
<td>9538.1903</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>−0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51323</td>
<td>9539.0924</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>−0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51336</td>
<td>9540.1396</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>−0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51352</td>
<td>9541.2146</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>−0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51371</td>
<td>9542.1167</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>−0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51383</td>
<td>9543.2146</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>−0.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51400</td>
<td>9545.1014</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>−0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51410</td>
<td>9545.9806</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>−0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51414</td>
<td>9546.1146</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>−0.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| HD 142990 | 22195 | 5734.4729     | 0.76  | −0.134       |
|           | 22674 | 5796.2417     | 0.85  | −0.050       |
|           | 22678 | 5796.3708     | 0.98  | −0.055       |
|           | 22682 | 5796.5146     | 0.13  | −0.140       |
|           | 51289 | 9535.9903     | 0.54  | −0.156       |
|           | 51292 | 9536.0882     | 0.64  | −0.031       |
|           | 51301 | 9537.0514     | 0.63  | −0.031       |
|           | 51321 | 9539.0201     | 0.64  | −0.046       |
|           | 51337 | 9540.1764     | 0.82  | −0.032       |
|           | 51339 | 9540.2486     | 0.89  | −0.110       |
|           | 51353 | 9541.2493     | 0.91  | −0.091       |
|           | 51369 | 9542.0306     | 0.71  | −0.046       |
|           | 51370 | 9542.0889     | 0.77  | −0.042       |
|           | 51384 | 9543.2438     | 0.95  | −0.209       |
|           | 51397 | 9545.0000     | 0.74  | −0.058       |
|           | 51401 | 9545.1326     | 0.88  | −0.089       |
|           | 51412 | 9546.0458     | 0.81  | −0.111       |

| HD 144334 | 4477  | 3936.9910     | 0.29  | −0.089       |
|           | 9224  | 4398.1826     | 0.79  | −0.141       |
|           | 21084 | 5595.9472     | 0.98  | −0.018       |
|           | 21108 | 5597.9826     | 0.34  | −0.116       |
|           | 22675 | 5796.2715     | 0.98  | −0.133       |
|           | 22680 | 5796.4431     | 0.09  | −0.027       |
|           | 23975 | 5959.9375     | 0.46  | −0.172       |
|           | 51290 | 9536.0257     | 0.54  | −0.130       |
|           | 51302 | 9537.0806     | 0.24  | −0.031       |
|           | 51313 | 9538.2222     | 0.01  | −0.043       |
|           | 51320 | 9538.9861     | 0.52  | −0.122       |
|           | 51338 | 9540.2125     | 0.34  | −0.068       |
|           | 51351 | 9541.1778     | 0.98  | −0.089       |
|           | 51368 | 9541.9944     | 0.53  | −0.076       |
|           | 51381 | 9543.1493     | 0.30  | −0.108       |
|           | 51398 | 9545.0319     | 0.56  | −0.116       |
|           | 51411 | 9546.0132     | 0.22  | −0.070       |

| HD 144844 | 51279 | 9535.1153     | −0.006|
|           | 51322 | 9539.0563     | −0.013|
|           | 51354 | 9541.2819     | 0.086 |
|           | 51413 | 9546.0826     | −0.046|

| HD 146001 | 51278 | 9535.0743     | 0.000 |
|           | 51314 | 9538.2583     | −0.027|
|           | 51340 | 9540.2806     | 0.085 |
|           | 51382 | 9543.1813     | 0.015 |
|           | 51399 | 9545.0674     | −0.001|

Table 1. IUE observation journal and C IV measurements for the program helium-weak stars.

Table 2. Journal of ESO and CFHT Hα spectra of the program helium-weak stars.
Fig. 1. HD 142301 differenced plot, phased on the ephemeris given in the text.

independently confirming the magnetic results. Borra et al. (1983, hereafter BLT) provide an oblique rotator geometry with $i = 30 \pm 10$ and $\beta = 78 \pm 8$.

Linsky et al. (1992) report radio measurements at 3.6, 6, and 20 cm for this star with fluxes of 2.76, 2.44, and 1.81 mJy, respectively, on 1988 Oct. 23, and a 6 cm flux of 4.90 mJy on 1987 July 2/3. They note that the flux on the latter date is variable by a factor of 2 in about 4 min, which may indicate the presence of reconnection events in the plasmasphere and current sheet. Leone et al. (1994, 1996) have also observed the star and also find evidence for variable radio emission.

Figure 1 illustrates the variations in the C IV resonance line of HD 142301. The error in the published period produces a phase uncertainty of almost 1/3 of a rotation of the star between the latest magnetic field observations and the earliest epoch of multiple IUE observations given in Table 1. However, the IUE data span an interval of more than 5000 days, so we can use these data to improve the period simply plotting the a(C IV) data for a range of periods close to the published determination. We find the following improved ephemeris (where we follow the normal convention and adopt a magnetic extremum as the zero-point):

$$B_{\text{eff}}(\text{Negative Extremum}) = JD 2 449 545.378(\pm 0.004) + 1.45957(\pm 0.00005)E.$$  

The phase uncertainty between the most recent magnetic field data and the earliest IUE a(C IV) indices is now negligible, 0.04 cycles. The magnetic field and a(C IV) data are shown in Figs. 2a,b. We observe that the strongest C IV index occurs at the magnetic equator. The relatively sharp minimum in a(C IV) variation suggests that the portion of the plasmasphere that is sampled by this technique is narrowly confined to the magnetic equatorial plane. The C IV absorption is very strong at line maximum, in fact the strongest in the sample. Its variability also has the largest amplitude. At minimum strength, the absorption disappears, yet there is no indication of emission seen in some of the helium-strong stars, such as HD 58260 and HD 96446 (cf. Shore & Brown 1990). The strength of the C IV absorption seems to correlate with the radio data in that HD 142301 is consistently the strongest source.

We have used the banded oblique rotator model (Shore 1987, 1999; Shore & Brown 1990) to simulate the variations in HD 142301. This simplified model consists of a reversing layer placed at the magnetic equator and specified by a limb darkening, intensity contrast with the photosphere, flattening (specified by the order for an expansion in Legendre polynomials), and the usual oblique rotator angles $i$, the inclination of the rotation axis to the line of sight, and $\beta$, the obliquity of the magnetic field to the rotational axis. We used values for these parameters obtained from the magnetic data, described earlier in Sect. 3. To simulate the observations, we also included a scatter of 0.05 in a(C IV) generated by the model. The result is shown in Fig. 3. The model seems in good agreement with the measurements shown in Fig. 1, strengthening our contention that the C IV is formed in an equatorial plasmasphere.

The H α spectra of HD 142301, phased on the above improved ephemeris, are illustrated in Fig. 4. There is no evidence for any form of emission in H α, but the C II doublet is clearly variable, and strongest when the a(C IV) index is strongest.
The lack of Hα emission is perhaps not surprising given the relatively modest $v \sin i$ of the star.

3.1.2. HD 142990 = HR 5942

The magnetic field of HD 142990 was first discovered by BLT. They quote two possible periods, $0.492585 \pm 0.000015$ and $0.978430 \pm 0.00008$ days, deriving $i = 28 \pm 10$ and $\beta = 73 \pm 8$ for the shorter period and $i \gtrsim 35$ and $\beta \lesssim 85$ for the longer period. Bohlender et al. (1993) measured the field again with the sole purpose of discriminating between the 0.5 and 1.0 day periods. They succeeded but were still unable to define a unique period. The magnetic field has extrema of $+920$ and $-1840$ G and the field variation is best represented by a period of $0.982920 \pm 0.000020$ days. However, several other periods near this value also fit the magnetic data quite well. Using $uvby$ photometry, Catalano & Leone (1996) obtain the following ephemeris

$$ JD(uvby \text{ min.}) = JD 2442820.017 + 0.979070(\pm 0.000011)E. $$

Since this period is in agreement with one of the alternative periods given by Bohlender et al. (1993) we will adopt it for our discussion below. The Hipparcos catalog gives a period of $0.978987$ days, in agreement with Catalano & Leone’s value. Note that even if the $0.982920$ day period is the correct choice, the relative phasing of the magnetic field and $\alpha$(C IV) curves changes very little.

Linsky et al. (1992) report radio measurements at 3.6, 6, and 20 cm for this star with fluxes of 1.98, 2.27, and <3.3 mJy, respectively, and 0.21 mJy for 6 cm on 1987 July 2/3. They also note that variations of a factor of 4.5 occur on timescales as short as 5 min, much faster than the rotation of the star and possibly due to flaring. Additional measurements by Leone et al. (1994, 1996) support the case for radio variability. Leone et al. (1995) have also made observations of the He I 10830 line of HD 142990 to search for the existence of a corona around the star, but no evidence of hot, circumstellar plasma was found.

For HD 142990, the epochs of the magnetic field, photometry, and IUE observations overlap so there is no significant phase uncertainty between the magnetic, photometric, and $\alpha$(C IV) data. In light of these data and because of the rather low amplitude of the CIV line profile changes, we have opted not to attempt to improve upon the period adopted above.

The $\alpha$(C IV) measurements are not very well distributed in phase, but the apparent minimum coincides with the magnetic equatorial passage. The data are therefore consistent with the CIV variations from a plasmasphere. We have plotted these measurements on the 0.979 day period along with the magnetic field data in Figs. 5a,b to show the phase relationship. The data have been smoothed to 3 points with a boxcar average. The variations seen in the smoothed data match the behavior that is expected for an equatorial plasmasphere, which is antiphase variations of the $\alpha$(C IV) and the effective magnetic field. The amplitude of the CIV variations for HD 142990 is not as large as for HD 142301, but the magnetic field is either weaker or seen at a slightly different obliquity than for that star. Our oblique rotator models are consistent with the geometry proposed by BLT. There is an indication that the plasmasphere may be slightly more extended in magnetic latitude for this star than for HD 142301.

In Fig. 6 we show the Hα data for HD 142990. In contrast with HD 142301, there is marginal evidence for variability in the Hα profile of HD 142990. Small emission “bumps” appear between phases 0:2 and 0:3 located approximately.

Fig. 4. Observations of the Hα line of HD 142301. Each spectrum has been normalized to a continuum level of 1.0 and the relative intensity scale is shown in the lower right corner. The phase of each observation (obtained with the ephemeris provided in the text) is indicated on the left by locating the continuum of each spectrum at the corresponding phase of the observation. The profile also displays the C II 6578 and 6583 doublet which demonstrates further the comparative stability of the Hα profile.

Fig. 5. Magnetic field and IUE $\alpha$(C IV) measurements of HD 142990 phased on the ephemeris given in the text. The $\alpha$(C IV) measurements have been smoothed to three points with a boxcar average.
±480 km s\(^{-1}\) from the line center. The emission is most prominent on the blue wing of the line but careful examination of the figure suggests a similar effect in the red wing. Since the feature appears at the same absolute velocity relative to line center, it is not likely an instrumental artifact. There is a hint of a slight asymmetry in the line core near 0.35 (compare to the profile near phase 0.05), but this could be caused by variations in the surface helium abundance of the star. Clearly additional H\(\alpha\) observations would be of interest. The fact that HD 142990 has a more rapid rotation rate but a weaker magnetic field than HD 142301 hints at the possible role of a centrifugally driven wind in producing a dense plasmasphere.

3.1.3. HD 144334 = HR 5988

For HD 144334, BLT found a reversing field and quoted what they thought was a unique period of 3.610 days. They were unable to determine oblique rotator parameters unambiguously from the available data, but presented arguments for either large obliquity or high inclination for the rotation axis. Photometry by North & Waelkens (1983), North (1987), and Catalano & Leone (1996) yields a period of 1.494971 days. In disagreement with BLT, we find that the magnetic field data are also reasonably well described by such a period, although the \(\chi^2/n\) fit is 1.63 versus 0.71 for the 3.61 day period of BLT. The larger value of \(\chi^2/n\) is, however, typical of the fit to a sinusoid of other magnetic stars. The best fit sinusoid yields magnetic extrema of +320 and -1240 G. We therefore adopt the ephemeris of North (1987), based on the Geneva \([U]\) magnitude (\(U_{\text{Gen max.}}\) refers to the maximum value of the fundamental component of the Fourier series fitted to the light flux in this band):

\[
\text{JD}(U_{\text{Gen max.}}) = \text{JD} 2 445 229.708 + 1.494971(\pm 0.000024)E.
\]

The Hipparcos catalog gives a period of 1.49498 days, in excellent agreement with the groundbased photometry. We also note that the Hipparcos band light curve is nearly identical to that of HD 142990.

Linsky et al. (1992) found only weak radio emission. They report only 6 cm detections for this star, 0.4 mJy on 1988 Oct. 23 and 0.24 mJy on 1988 Oct. 28. They give only an upper limit of 0.8 mJy at 20 cm on 1988 Oct. 23. Leone et al. (1994) did not detect the star at 6 cm in 1992. Drake et al. (1994) report the marginal detection of this star with the PSPC on ROSAT from All-sky Survey data, \((3.7 \pm 1.3) \times 10^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\). Only this star and HD 146001 have been detected among the helium-weak stars in our survey.

Figure 9 shows that there is no evidence for emission or line asymmetry in H\(\alpha\). We also note the strong variations in the C\(\text{iv}\) doublet. Particularly interesting is the change in appearance of the line from a relatively sharp feature near phase 0.5 to a considerably broader and weaker profile near phase 0.1. This variability likely explains the range of \(v\sin i\) (from 44 to 140 km s\(^{-1}\)) quoted in the literature and first pointed out by BLT. Although beyond the scope of this paper, in light of these large spectrum variations, an analysis of the elemental distribution of HD 144334 would be important.

3.1.4. HD 144844

BLT do not detect a field for this star, although they made a large number of observations. Our C\(\text{iv}\) measurements are consistent with this. There is no evidence for hot plasma around this star on the basis of the UV observations.
Fig. 8. Observations of the Hα line of HD 144334 phased on the rotation period of the star (see text and Fig. 4). No variable Hα emission or absorption is apparent.

Linsky et al. (1992) report a marginal detection of 6 cm with a flux of 0.19 mJy on 1988 Oct. 23 and only upper limits of <0.20, <0.18, and <0.49 mJy at 3.4, 6, and 20 cm on 1988 Oct. 28. Drake et al. (1994) report only upper limits to the radio emission. Not surprisingly, no emission is apparent in our single Hα spectrum of the double-line spectroscopic binary (Hoffleit & Jaschek 1991).

Fig. 9. Observation of the Hα line of HD 144844 (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 10. Observations of the Hα line of HD 124224 phased on the rotation period of the star (see text and Fig. 4). Any variation of the line profile appears to be quite subtle.

3.1.5. HD 146001 = HR 6054

Neither Pedersen & Thomsen (1977) nor BLT find this star to be a variable. HD 146001 is classified as helium-weak by Nissen (1974) but BLT failed to detect a magnetic field at the 2.3σ level. Linsky et al. (1992) report a detection at 6 cm on 1988 Oct. 23 with a flux of 0.32 mJy, but only upper limits of <0.22, <0.25, and <0.83 mJy at 3.4, 6, and 20 cm on 1988 Oct. 28. Drake et al. (1994) report a marginal PSPC detection with ROSAT from All-sky Survey data. They found a count rate of $(4.5 \pm 1.8) \times 10^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$ in only the soft band. Drake et al. suggest that this star may be a binary and that this is the explanation for the X-rays. Leone et al. (1995) find no peculiarity in the He I 10830 line. Hipparcos photometry shows a variation no less than 0.002 with only a few deviant points (>3σ) and is insufficient to determine any periodicity. Our IUE spectra show no evidence for enhanced C IV absorption.

3.2. Other helium-weak stars

3.2.1. HD 124224 = CU Vir

This rapid rotator shows no evidence in 12 archival spectra for either variability of the C IV profile or for any enhanced absorption at 1500 Å; this spectral region is consistent with rotationally broadened Fe II and Fe III lines (see Brown et al. 1985 for discussion). Some variability is apparent in the Hα profile of the star, shown in Fig. 10 where we have phased the Hα observations on the ephemerides of Pyper et al. (1998):

$$\text{JD}(B \text{ light max.}) = \text{JD } 2435178.9025 + 0.52070308E.$$

While the phase coverage is obviously very poor, the line clearly becomes asymmetrical near phase 0/6. This is most
likely not a result of filling in of the profile by circumstellar emission, but rather a result of the large variation in the helium abundance over the star’s surface. As Pyper et al. (1998) demonstrate in their Fig. 5, the He I equivalent widths of HD 124224 vary by a factor of more than four during the rotation period. Unfortunately it is very difficult to judge the relative phasing our Hα observations and their helium equivalent width data since this star apparently experienced an abrupt change in its rotational period at some time between 1983 and 1987 (Pyper et al. 1998). Additional Hα observations of HD 124224 would clearly be of interest.

Leone et al. (1994, 1996) report radio fluxes of 4.3, 4.6, 3.8, and 2.6 mJy at 1.3, 2, 6, and 20 cm respectively, which makes HD 124224 one of the strongest radio sources among the magnetic peculiar stars. More recently, Trigilio et al. (2000) have reported 1.4, 5, 8.4, and 15 GHz coherent radio emission from this star which is almost 100% polarized (right circular) with the maximum emission occurring at magnetic equatorial crossing. They interpret this effect as emission by electrons accelerated in an equatorial current sheet mirroring from an asymmetric magnetic field at the poles.

3.2.2. HD 175362 = HR 7129

This is one of the hottest helium-weak stars and also one of the most extensively studied (see BLT; Bohlender et al. 1987; Mathys 1991). No clear variation is seen from the large aperture during 1978 and these show one pair of successive spectra (Fig. 11) at a strong line phase. Consequently, we include this star among the detected plasmaspheres. The pair of spectra agree with the phase of magnetic equatorial crossing, 0:05, while the rest of the spectra were generally obtained at phases closer to magnetic polar traversals. Only upper limits are given for the radio flux (Leone et al. 1996) and three CFHT spectra obtained on successive nights show no Hα variability, but very large variations in the lines of other elements.

3.2.3. Other objects

Small samples of archival data for HD 28843 and HD 49333 were also examined. There is no evidence for variability in the HD 28843 data, which has also been discussed by Shore et al. (1987). A photometric period of 1.374 days has been derived by Pedersen & Thomsen (1977), but there is no support for this from the ultraviolet data. Catalano & Leone (1996) quote a period of 2.179232 days for HD 49333. Here there is evidence for some very slight spectrum variability, but not of C IV. The silicon lines, especially Si II 1260, 1264 Å and Si II 1533 Å appear to vary slightly. The Al III 1860 Å doublet, the Si IV 1400 Å doublet, and the C IV 1550 Å lines are stable to within the accuracy of the SWP. There is a possible change at C IV 1548 Å but this is very questionable. In neither case is the archival data set sufficient to place strong limits on the variability, but the lines are certainly never as strong as we observe in either HD 142301 or HD 142990. Hα spectra we have obtained for HD 49333 show no evidence for variability.

Three other helium-weak stars, HD 5737, 21699, and 79158, have already been discussed at length in separate papers (Brown et al. 1985; Shore et al. 1987, 1990). All three display large amplitude C IV and Si IV variations, and all three show saturated resonance line profiles at their respective line maxima. Only HD 142301, among the present sample, shows similar line variations. However, neither HD 5737 or HD 21699 have been detected at centimeter radio wavelengths (Linsky et al. 1992). They also reported a null detection for HD 79158, but Drake (1997, private communication) detected a 0.45 ± 0.05 mJy 6 cm flux on 22 May 1994. These three stars are moderately slow rotators, spanning the range of the group detected in Sco-Cen. Yet again, there is no obvious correlation with any intrinsic stellar property. The anomaly in this group is that HD 21699 appears to show its strongest C IV absorption coincident with the magnetic pole, not the equator as observed in all of the other stars and also for the helium-strong stars. This may be a problem with the period, but the magnetic and IUE data discussed by Brown et al. (1985) were nearly simultaneous and the period was independently determined photometrically2. We have already mentioned the Hα variability of HD 79158 above; neither HD 5737 nor HD 21699 shows any sign of variability in this line.

4. Discussion

HD 142301, HD 142990, HD 144334, and HD 175362 are newly detected magnetospheric variables. None of the other helium-weak stars in our Sco-Cen sample nor the other helium-weak stars in the IUE archives show this behavior except for the sn subgroup. To substantiate the anomalous nature of the

---

2 As discussed in Shore & Brown (1990), however, polar outflow is required to model the C IV profiles in several helium-strong stars, notably HD 94664, that appear to be aligned rotators viewed rotation pole-on.
CIV line, we have computed a set of model spectra using the PHOENIX model atmosphere code (see Aufdenberg et al. 1998). The spectra are fully line blanketed, and for purposes of this comparison we have used only an LTE grid. In Fig. 12 we show a comparison of the 14 454 K model (using the gravity and temperature from Andersen 1991), with rotational broadening of 50 km s⁻¹. This provides the best overall fit to the absorption line spectrum other than the CIV line. We compare in the figure the model with the two extreme phases of HD 142301, which has the strongest CIV variations in our sample. Notice that part of the broadening of the 1550 Å component of the CIV doublet is due to photospheric absorption by FeII and FeIII, which is the only residual absorption at CIV minimum. The lack of variation of any other lines in this portion of the spectrum has been noted previously in other papers in this series, notably for HD 21699 by Brown et al. (1985). The improved atmospheres reinforce our original conclusions.

What clues do we now possess for the origin of the observed magnetospheric plasma and nonthermal phenomena in the helium-weak stars? At first glance, it appears to be merely served magnetospheric plasma and nonthermal phenomena in this series, notably for HD 21699 by Brown et al. (1985). The helium-weak stars represent the cool extension of the helium-strong stars. The discovery of the CIV and X-ray variability of the extremely young O-star θ¹ Ori C extends the same behavior to the hottest main sequence stars (see Donati et al. 2002, and references therein). For this star, the magnetospheric heating has a more obvious source, a radiatively driven stellar wind that supplies the plasma as a trapped shocked structure and also provides a source for Alfvén wave heating through shear at the boundary between the closed and open field lines. However, this mechanism is not readily applicable to the helium-weak stars for which mass loss is expected to be quite low. The structure of the plasmasphere should be similar to, but more extreme than, Jupiter (Dressler 1983; Russell 2001), even in the absence of external forcing by the solar wind. The oblique rotator maintains approximate corotation to the Alfvén surface, and inertial effects concentrate matter into a disk in the magnetic equatorial plane. Because this does not coincide with the rotational equator, the plasma is forced into a periodic oscillation on the rotational timescale. In addition, the Alfvén radius is smaller for this region because of the increased density so the sheet may be corrugated and not strictly corotating. For planetary magnetospheres, which are strongly interacting with the solar wind, this produces reconnection in the magnetotail with attendant acceleration of electrons. It is reasonable to expect that reconnection may be occurring within the magnetospheric gas, leading to sporadic variations of the radio emission and a source for local heating. This picture – adopted to explain both the radio emission and flaring – must, however, not tie directly to the inner plasmasphere we observe with the UV resonance lines but could serve as the source for the heating required for the plasma. In particular, the backward flowing particles will dissipate their energy in the stellar atmosphere. This could produce the analog of the auroral ring, a region in a planetary atmosphere that is strongly heated. If this occurs, it would be a natural way to load the plasmasphere with gas. At present, however, this remains a speculation.

Fig. 12. Comparison between IUE observations of HD 142301 at the two extreme phases for CIV line strength with stellar atmospheres model calculation (see text for details).
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